LiuGong Operator and Maintenance

CLG835H WHEEL LOADER

1. The Battery Disconnect Switch is located where?
   a. Under the Engine Hood
   b. In the Driver’s compartment to the left of the operator’s seat
   c. Rear left side of the rear frame, open the cover to the battery box.

2. Pushing the Work Implement Control Level forward will?
   a. Boom Will Raise
   b. Boom Will Lower
   c. Bucket Will Dump

3. Pulling the control lever leftward (backward) will?
   a. Bucket Will Tilt Back
   b. Bucket Will Dump
   c. Bucket will return to the Neutral position

4. When traveling with loads on a downgrades, you should travel?
   a. Travel in Reverse
   b. Travel Forward
   c. You should never travel with a load downhill

5. You should always raise the load to the highest position for transporting?
   a. TRUE
   b. FALSE

6. When you are preparing to shut off the engine, you should let the engine run at idle speed for______ minutes to cool down the parts?
   a. 1 minute
   b. 5 minutes
   c. 10 minutes